


Safety Information 
Attention! Important safety instructions. Please read 
this manual thoroughly before using this product.  

Electrical Safety 

Always unplug this adjustable bed frame from the electrical outlet before any mainte-
nance or cleaning of the frame. To safely disconnect, make sure all of the controls are 
in the off position, and then remove the plug from the outlet. To prevent fire or shock 
hazard, do not expose this unit to moisture. Keep the power cord away from heated 
surfaces. Do not operate this adjustable bed frame and contact the manufacturer for 
repair if (1) it is not working properly, (2) it has a damaged cord or plug, (3) it has been 
dropped or damaged or (4) has been dropped into water.

Electrical Grounding 

This product is equipped with a polarized or grounded electrical power cord. The power 
cord will only fit into a grounded, electrical surge protection device (not included) or a 
grounded electrical outlet. The use of adapters is not recommended unless the outlet is 
checked by a qualified electrician to ensure the proper grounding of the adapter.  

For optimal safety, your adjustable bed should be plugged into a surge 

protector. 

Electrical Rating 
Input—100-240V, 50/60Hz, 1.6A; Output 29VDC, 2.0A 

Battery Precautions  

Please follow these precautions when using bat-
teries in this adjustable bed frame:

1. Danger of explosion if the battery is incorrectly replaced. Replace only with the 

6LR61 9V batteries and LR03 AAA batteries. 

2. Do not mix different types of batteries together (Alkaline, Rechargeable and 

Carbon-Zinc) or old batteries with new batteries. 

3. Be sure to follow the correct polarity when installing new batteries as indicated 

in the battery compartment. 

4. If the adjustable bed is not going to be used for a long period of time, 

remove the batteries from the battery compartment to prevent damage or 

injury from possible battery leakage. 

5. Do not attempt to recharge a battery that is not intended to be recharged. This 

may result in an overheating of the battery or rupture that could result in 

injury. 

In Home Use & Hospital Disclaimer 

Your adjustable bed frame is strictly designed for in-home use only. It is NOT designed 
for hospital use and is NOT designed to meet hospital standards. Do not use this bed with 
TENT TYPE oxygen therapy equipment or near explosive gases.   
Lubrication and Cleaning 

Your adjustable bed is designed to be maintenance free. The lift motors are permanently 
sealed and lubricated, no additional lubrication is required. Do not apply any lubricant to 
lift motor lead screws or any nylon nuts or the base may inadvertently creep downward 
from the elevated position.   

Warranty Warning 

Please do not open any control box, motors or hand controls (with the exception of the 
battery compartment, if equipped). The product warranty may be void if any of these 
components are tampered with. Do not attempt to alter component wiring or adjust or 
modify the structure of the product in any way or the warranty will be void. Only WSP 
can authorize any repairs or replacement of parts on your adjustable bed.

Pets and Small Children Warning 

Immediately dispose of all packing materials as it may pose a smothering risk to small 
children and pets To avoid injury, it is not advised to allow children and small pets to 
play on or under the bed. Children should not operate your adjustable bed without adult 
supervision.

Consumers with Pacemakers 

Your adjustable bed may be equipped with a massage motor that produces a vibrating 
motion. It is possible that some pacemakers may interpret this type of motion as a false 
sense of movement and/or exercise. This may or may not affect your pacemaker. If you 
have any concerns, please consult your physician. 

Your adjustable bed also contains Neodymium (magnets) which may interfere with 
devices such as pacemakers, ICD’s and any other device sensitive to magnetic fields. It 
is strongly recommended that owners of such medical devices consult their physician 
prior to using this product. 

Product Ratings 

The lift motors in your adjustable bed are NOT designed for continuous use. Reli-
able operation and full life expectancy will be attained as long as the lift motors do not 
operate more than 2 minutes over an 18 minute period, or approximately 10% duty 
cycle. To ensure reliable functionality and full life of your adjustable bed, do not attempt 
to exceed these limits. Attempting to circumvent or exceed this rating will shorten 
the life expectancy of your adjustable bed and may void the warranty. 

Acoustics 

Your adjustable bed may contain the optional massage motor. This massage function will 
emit a noticeable tone during operation. As the massage intensity level is increased, the 
volume of the tone will increase. The volume of the tone is directly related to the location 
of your adjustable bed. As an example, the surrounding environmental noise that might 
have been present in the showroom where you purchased your adjustable bed could have 
covered some of the noise from your adjustable bed massage motors. When your adjust-
able bed was installed in your home you might notice an increase in volume in wood floor-
ings or carpets. In some normal base operations, you might notice some noise coming from 
the wheels which allow your adjustable bed to maintain its distance from the wall. These 
wheels will make contact with the steel platform supports of your adjustable bed creating a 
contact noise when you enter, exit or shift weight while on the bed. This is normal. 

FCC Compliance

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC rules. 
Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) This device may not cause 
harmful interference; (2) This device must accept any interference received, including 
interference that may cause undesired operation. To comply with the FCC RF expo-
sure compliance requirements, no change to the antenna or the device is permitted. Any 
change to the antenna or the device could result in the device exceeding the RF exposure 
requirement and void user’s authority to operate the device. 

Radio Frequency is 2.4-2.48 GHz 

Weight Restrictions 

The structure of your adjustable bed will support the recommended weight when distrib-
uted evenly across the bed. The adjustable bed is not designed to support or lift this 
amount in the head or foot sections alone. You should enter and exit your adjustable bed 
with the base in the flat (horizontal) position. DO NOT STAND ON THE BASE AT 
ANY TIME. The recommended weight limits are Twin/TwinXL/ Split Queen/Split Cal 
King: 450lbs., Full/FullXL: 500 lbs., Queen 600 lbs., and King 600 lbs. Exceeding this 
weight restriction could damage the bed and/or cause injury and will void the warranty. 

Moving After Installation 

Do not place adjustable bed base vertically on its head or foot sections. This may cause 
injury to persons or damage to the base. 

Fabric Cleaning Information 

Spot clean only with a water based shampoo or a foam upholstery cleaner. Pretest a small, 
inconspicuous area before proceeding. Do not over wet or  use solvents to spot clean. Hot 
water extraction or steam cleaning is not a recommended cleaning method. To prevent 
overall soiling, frequent vacuuming or light brushing with a non-metallic stiff bristle brush 
to remove dust or grime is recommended. 

PLEASE SAVE THIS MANUAL!
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User Information 
Please take a moment and write down the serial 
number in the space provided below, in case you need 
to refer to it in the future. This information can be 
found on the side of the power supply, on the underside 
of the adjustable base, on the outside of the box on the 
main label and on the warranty 
registration card. 

Model # SS27

Serial Number: 
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Customer Care
Toll Free 888-846-3840
Email: customersupport@wsilvermx.com 




















